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Person (Human Being)
System Description

Abstract
This document describes a Person (Human Being) as an Autonomous Living System to bring together a number
of concepts into a single focus.
This system description explores the Person as a System-of-Interest and uses a system model to integrate a
number of disciplines into a coherent picture of a person.
By taking a whole system approach to a person, we can then understand the expected behaviors and per-
formance of a person in various social system contexts.
This system description is a synthesis of a number of authors and academic disciplines. These are:

n Systems Theory and Modeling
n Autopoietic Living Systems,
n Neuroscience
n Cognitive Science
n Education (Learning and Development)
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System Description Person (Human Being)
This document describes a Person (Human Being) as an Autonomous Living System to bring together a number of
concepts into a single focus.
This system description explores the Person as a System-of-Interest and uses a system model to integrate a num-
ber of disciplines into a coherent picture of a person.
By taking a whole system approach to a person, we can then understand the expected behaviors and performance
of a person in various social system contexts.
This system description is a synthesis of a number of authors and academic disciplines. These are:

n Systems Theory and Modeling
n Autopoietic Living Systems,
n Neuroscience
n Cognitive Science
n Education (Learning and Development)

PDF:: System Description: Person (Human Being), Version 2.4, 04-April-2023
This System Description highlights the Person as a system as seen from the context of the Systems View of Life.
The following picture highlights the types of living systems and their environments.

This system description addresses the biological and cognitive aspects and well as the system properties of a per-
son as a system.
This description highlights the systemic properties of a person that are critical to the effective understanding of a
social system. This document uses the underlying model of a system as the basis for the description.
The System Description includes the following sections representing views of the system-of-interest:

o System Name and Class
o System Purpose
o System Properties
o System Stakeholders and their concerns

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroscience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_science
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Person/Person_SD.pdf
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o System Environment (Context)
o System Structure (Pattern of Organization)
o System Behavior (Structural Changes)
o Correspondences
o Decisions and Rationale
o References

System concepts are being applied to this system-of-interest within this System Description.
Why describe a Person (Human Being) as an Autonomous Living System?
All of our human activity on the planet is due to people. Understanding a person as a system, gives us the ability to
understand the needs and capabilities of a person and their resultant impact on the planet. This means under-
standing how a person:

n develops throughout their life time
n learns and changes
n maintains their health
n behaves in a social system.
n establishes their values and beliefs (worldview)
n obtains the services necessary to sustain life.

Concepts and related systems and system elements
The following related topics will be included in this document:

n Approaches to learning..
n Approaches to communication
n Approaches to personal change

http://sysdesc.info/Content/System/TOP_System_SD.htm
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System Name and Class
This section identifies the system of interest for this system description

Name: Person (Human Being)
Based on: Organism
A person Is a whole autonomous cognitive living system.

A person is a type of organism and participates in human activity systems. The term person relates to a whole
person and is generally an outside - in way to describe a human being. On the other hand, the term self is gen-
erally a term used from the inside out, for example, my self, self awareness, self organization, etc.

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_NameClass.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Natural/SYSABS_Organism.htm
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System Purpose
This section includes the stated or implied purposes of the system-of-interest

"All kids deserve to have an education it's about their own development as a human being, that's the first fun-
damental purpose of education is for me to become me in the context of society; in the community in which I
live. The second purpose of education is so I can truly contribute to my society, so that is why it is very appro-
priate to always be asking the question, what are the fundamental challenges of our society? Today it is a
global society so the purpose of education is to prepare kids to truly be global citizens, but to do it in a way
that really is nurturing the uniqueness of them" - Peter Senge
"Through learning we re-create ourselves. Through learning we become able to do something we never
were able to do. Through learning we re-perceive the world and our relationship to it. Through learning we
extend our capacity to create, to be part of the generative process of life” - Peter Senge

A person will establish a life purpose, including
o Establish personal values and beliefs for living on the planet.
o Develop (skills, knowledge and experience) and grow in the natural world as a cognitive organism.
o Establish personal objectives / goals and means to achieve them. (purposeful: Ackoff, Steven Covey).

A life purpose may vary depending upon the developmental state of the person. Here are some examples:
o Infancy, survival.
o Childhood, learning and fun
o Young adulthood, learning and identifying life purpose
o Adulthood, learning and fulfilling or reinventing purpose.

A person will also contribute to one or more social systems.
o To contribute to a household
o To contribute to society or government
o To contribute to an enterprise or community of practice

Needs of a Person
The hierarchy of needs highlights the basic needs of a person.

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_Purpose.htm
https://eaasos.info/Content/SocialSys/TOP_SocialSys.htm
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System Properties
This section identifies the system properties. Suggested headings have been included. These can be tailored.

System properties Overview
The properties identified in this section are created through the interaction of the parts. The following model
provides an overview of the system properties and their origin

Systemic Measurable Variables
The key variables are:

n Body Temperature
n Heart Rate (Pulse)
n Blood Pressure
n Eyesight (e.g. 20/20)
n Hearing Range
n Performance related to abilities (speed, accuracy, etc)
n Performance: achieving or exceeding personal objectives.
n Competence levels: skills, knowledge, experience, behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs.

Systemic Capabilities or Functions
These capabilities are properties of the whole person not any of the individual parts.
Work abilities:

n  Skills, Knowledge, Experience, Attitudes, Behaviors
o Specific to one or more domains of knowledge
o Specific to one or more social systems
o Setting Goals and taking actions to achieve them (taking personal responsibility)
o NOTE: these are generally the abilities that are part of an employment contract.

Mental abilities
o perceptual abilities (listening, visualizing, etc)
o cognitive abilities
o imagination abilities (creating and reflecting on mental images)
o judgment abilities (choice and decision making)

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_SysProp.htm
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o appreciative abilities
o creative abilities (creating new or adapting existing elements based upon current abilities)
o learning abilities (ability to unlearn and learn. The skills for personal learning and changing are important:

See Learning Styles and cognitive abilities.)
o communication abilities (using language to share personal mental images and coordinate actions in other

people)
o Using and improving processes and tools to carry out work.
o Problem Solving and continuous improvement
o Setting goals and planning.
o Taking actions to achieve the goals.
o Maintaining health and dynamic balance

Physical abilities
o walking, running, etc
o lifting, throwing, etc
o sports abilities, etc
o Use of technology, etc

System States

A person may be in a number of different states:
Transformational:
Age based development approach (Development Stages)

n Infancy
n childhood
n adolescence
n young adulthood
n adulthood
n old age (elderhood)

Operational
Emotional States (based upon core consciousness)

n Normal, Stressed, Illness, Anxious, Fabulous

Reflective States (based upon reflective consciousness)
n Learning, Planning, Reflecting,

Systemic Quality Properties
n Health of the whole person (psychosomatic integrative measurement)
n Belbin Team Role Indicator.
n Personality
n Psychological Preferences (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator - MBTI)

System Quantity Properties
n Weight
n Height
n Volume
n Type: Male, Female, Non-binary

https://sysdesc.info/Content/Person/Str_Mind.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myers�Briggs_Type_Indicator
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System Stakeholders and Concerns
The Stakeholders and their concerns or interests in this system-of-interest are described in this section.

Stakeholders (typical)
n Parents and extended family
n Health / Medical professionals (physical and mental abilities and systems)
n Teachers, Educators, Researchers
n System designers and Business Change
n Managers and HR (fit within an organization)
n Psychologist
n Emergency Services
n The person

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_Stake.htm
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System Environment (Context)
Physical Environment
The physical environment establishes the life support system for a person. This includes:

n Food, Water, Air
n Shelter, Sanitation, Waste
n Transportation, Communications, Energy
n Health, Education, Emergency Services,

In addition, the physical environment provides the context for:
n Natural Systems.
n Designed Systems (physical and abstract)

Cognitive Environment
The environment may impact the ability of a person to think. These impacts may come from noise, light, tem-
perature, etc. Other cognitive impacts may come from stress (social environment), health (physical envir-
onment), These effects may disrupt the state of a person and their cognitive abilities.
The ability to take time to reflect or calm is an important cognitive environment to find or create through med-
itation, biofeedback or quiet spaces in nature or in a built environment.

Social Environment
A person is a member of many social systems. Each social system provides a context for participation.

A person must be able to switch their context from one social system to another.
n The person to person interactions relates to any social system that the person participates in or interacts

with

https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_Environ.htm
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System Structure (Pattern of Organization)
The system structure or pattern of organization represents a logical model of the systems for the system-of-interest.
This logical model is independent of any specific physical realization of any of the systems. This logical model may
also be called a conceptual model of the system-of-interest.

System Element: Identification and Relationships
The pattern of organization of a person consists of a number of interdependent biological systems and a number
of systemic properties related to cognition. The following picture highlights the pattern of organization of a per-
son.

The Body

A person is a multi-cellular organism. The biological elements of a body are:
n Organ System.
n Organ.
n Cell.

Organ System.
A set of organ systems have been identified that are used in understanding the anatomy of the body. These sys-
tems interact to create the biological aspects of the living system.
The nervous system is a key organ system that bridges the mind and the body.
The Organ Systems have the following relationships (work in progress):

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_Struct.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_(anatomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_system
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Organ.
The set of vital organs of the body are: Heart, Brain, Kidneys, Liver, Lungs. The full set of organs interact with
other organs in the body.
Cell.
Various types of cells are used to make an organ or an organ system. The types of cells in the human body are
listed here.
Stem Cells are a type of cell used in the development of the types of the cells in the human body.
Dissipative Structure
A dissipative structure within a system provides for the flow of energy and matter through the system. In the
case of a human being, the human digestive system is a dissipative structure (system) that manages part of the
flow of energy and matter through the body. The circulatory system also takes on a role in the flow of energy and
matter through the various human organ systems.

The Nervous System

The Nervous System connects to all parts of the body and provides the bridge between the body and the mind.
The Nervous System consists of the following:

n Central Nervous System (CNS), consisting of
o Brain

o Human Brain

o Spinal Cord

n Peripheral Nervous System (PNS)
o Cranial Nerves
o Autonomic Nervous System.
o Enteric Nervous System.
o Somatic Nervous System.

https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-college-human-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/9.4/primary/lesson/human-organs-and-organ-systems-chumbio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_distinct_cell_types_in_the_adult_human_body
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stem_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_digestive_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circulatory_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_brain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinal_cord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peripheral_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranial_nerves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomic_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enteric_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somatic_nervous_system
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The links included in the lists above are to corresponding sections in Wikipedia or other sources.
The various Brain Regions provide a link from the body to the mind (cognitive capabilities).. The primary brain
regions are:

n Cerebrum
n Cerebral Cortex

n Frontal Lobe
n Parietal Lobe
n Temporal Lobe
n Occipital Lobe

n Cerebral Hemispheres
n Left
n Right
n Corpus Callosum
n Subcortical Structures

n Hippocampus
n Amygdala
n Extended Amygdala
n Claustrum
n basal forebrain
n Basal Ganglia
n Olfactory Bulb

n Brain Stem
n Midbrain
n Pons
n Medulla Oblongata

n Cerebellum (left and right hemisphere)
n motor control, cognitive functions, emotional control

The Brain Regions have been identified for the entire brain. The Brodmann Areas also map to regions in the
cerebral cortex and provide a numeric identifier for the specific section.
The Brain also provides some capabilities necessary for cognition and the functioning mind. These are:

n Consciousness
o Proto-Self
o Wakefulness
o Attention
o Core Consciousness
o Extended Consciousness

n Memory
o Working Memory
o Image space
o Dispositional space

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_cortex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontal_lobe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parietal_lobe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temporal_lobe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occipital_lobe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_hemisphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corpus_callosum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amygdala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebellum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_regions_in_the_human_brain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brodmann_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consciousness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory
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These abilities are based upon the research from Antonio Damasio. These abilities appear to be created
through the interaction of various brain regions. In this case, consciousness and memory are the properties of
the interaction of various brain regions. (e.g. these form subsystems within the brain to handle consciousness
and memory for use in cognitive abilities.).

Attention

Attention is a lived state of consciousness within the context of a mental image. This requires that the person be
awake.
The attention brings forth a mental image that can represent the current moment, a past memory or a projection
into the future of what might happen. All of these images carry additional information related to sense inform-
ation, such as sound, feeling, visual, smell, etc.
The attention may shift when interrupted. This shift may recall a new mental image or a refocus of the current
mental image. The person may restore attention to the previous mental image or continue with the new mental
image.
Mindfulness training provides practice on shifting the focus of attention during meditation or reflection.
Today, we live in a world where we have 24 hour news or streaming films that attempt to get our attention. We
also have streams of advertising attempting to shape our reaction to advertisements to create needs that are sat-
isfied by particular products or services.
As a result, we live in an "attention economy" where the target becomes the share of our attention that can be
focused on the needs of others rather than our own needs. This is the area where AI is focusing its algorithms to
shape and influence our personal behaviour and resulting actions.
This attention relates to:

n Identify: Who am I, what is my purpose, my self worth and self esteem
n ideology: What are my values and beliefs, who / what do I trust
n feelings: Fear, compassion, paranoid
n social validation: how I am seen by others, group membership, belonging (in or out of group)
n health.: Balance, depression (related actions), rewards (short term, to get more)

(MORE to be included from cognitive scientists).

The Mind

The mind consists of the cognitive or knowing aspects of the person.
Cognitive Abilities of a Person
The following information is from Howard Gardner's paper on the seven intelligences.
Seven Intelligences
The cognitive abilities are based upon Howard Gardner identified Seven Intelligences
The Cognitive Abilities
The cognitive abilities are:

n Linguistic
n Musical
n Logical-Mathematical
n Spatial-Visual
n Bodily-Kinesthetic
n Inter-Personal
n Intra-Personal
n Emotional

For further information about Howard Gardner see:
Howard Gardner Website
Wikipedia: Multiple intelligences
One application of the seven intelligences is the use in training design. The accelerated learning sites below
demonstrates its use.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attention
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Downloads/Gardner1989.pdf
https://www.howardgardner.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_multiple_intelligences
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Accelerated Learning Website (example)
Note: This is also why the following approaches to workshops create such a good learning / sharing envir-
onment:
Postits / Brown paper: Use Interpersonal, Spatial, Logical, body-kinesthetic, and Linguistics.
Include Training and Development
Cognitive Biases play an important part in knowing and understanding and effective communication.

Linguistic
Description
Sensitivity to the sounds, rhythms, and meanings of words; sensitivity to the different functions of language.
Jobs / Roles
Poet
Journalist

Musical
Description
Abilities to produce and appreciate rhythm, pitch, and timbre; appreciation of the forms of musical express-
iveness.
Jobs / Roles
Composer
Violinist

Logical-mathematical
Description
Sensitivity to, and capacity to discern, logical or numerical patterns; ability to handle long chains of reasoning.
Jobs / Roles
Scientist
Mathematician

SpatialSpatial-Visual
Description
Capacities to perceive the visual-spatial world accurately and to perform transformations on one's initial per-
ceptions.
Jobs / Roles
Navigator
Sculptor

Bodily-kinesthetic
Description
Abilities to control one's body movements and to handle objects skilfully.
Jobs / Roles
Dancer
Athlete

Inter-personal
Description
Capacities to discern and respond appropriately to the moods, temperaments, motivations, and desires of other
people.
the area relates to empathy and the ability to mirror in one self the feelings and emotions of another.
This is also related to the way communication is formed and listening is carried out (e.g. active listening.
"Identification with or rejection of narratives in television, cinema, or literature and with the political narratives of
parties and candidates." MC
Jobs / Roles

http://www.acceleratedlearning.com/
MT_BrownPaper.htm
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n Therapist
n Salesman
n Politician
n Activist

some areas to explore
n Gaslighting
n Projection
n Spiritual bypass
n Love bombing

A number of other areas are emerging..

Behavioral Economics
Management and Organizational Behaviour

The term behavior seems to integrate psychology and decision making related to a person.

parts of the nervous system
Medial parietal cortex.

Inter-Personal Cognitive Definitions of a Person
Definitions to help understand the Inter-Personal Cognitive terms.

Encoding and Decoding Communication
Communication between people is based upon how mental images are encoded and decoded within each person.
When there is a consistent set symbol systems shared between people, the accuracy and quality of communication
increases. The diagram below shows a conceptual model of encoding and decoding messages using symbol sys-
tems.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_economics
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As a result of communications, actions may result: (in the context of Social technology.
n Like something (symbolic form of communication
n Impulse response
n Connect with others - shared experience
n Sharing: open / closed, authentic / manipulative, post a response.
n Engage: read, do action, confirmation

Intra-personal
Description
Access to one's own feelings and the ability to discriminate among them and draw upon them to guide behavior;
knowledge of one's own strengths, weaknesses, desires, and intelligences.
Relates to 'Self' and 'Self-Image'
Understanding the current state of the self: Pain, pleasure, etc

Jobs / Roles
Person with detailed, accurate self-knowledge
Ability to plan and set goals

Brain Region Relationships
Protoself (Brain Stem, Hypothalamus, Basal Forebreain,
Also relates to the entire 'core consciousness' (including short term memory).
Core Self

Intra-Personal Cognitive Definitions of a Person
Definitions to help understand the Intra-Personal Cognitive terms.
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Emotional
Description
T.B.D.
Jobs / Roles
Each Person

Emotions and Feelings
Emotions
a strong feeling deriving from one's circumstances, mood, or relationships with others
Feelings
1. an emotional state or reaction.
2. an idea or belief, especially a vague or irrational one.
Sympathy
1. feelings of pity and sorrow for someone else's misfortune.
2. understanding between people; common feeling.
Empathy
the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.
Feel the feelings of another person
Compassion
sympathetic pity and concern for the sufferings or misfortunes of others
understanding the suffering of others.
Actions

Background Emotions
Well-Being
Malaise
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Calm
Tension
Relaxed
Energy
Dread

Primary Emotions
Happiness
Sadness
Fear
Anger
Surprise
Disgust

Secondary Emotions
Embarrassment
Jealosy
Guilt
Pride

Antonio Damasio
The Strange Order of Things

Daniel J. Siegel
The whole-brain child
Brainstorm
Aware

Mind Sight.. seeing / sensing anothers feelings / emotions
Staying present
Feel the feelings (others feelings become integrated into the map of the body)
become self aware - attribute to me or to others
sense emotional overwhelm - sense over identification
regain dynamic balance
Learn to surf emotions .. make meaning from emotions

Presence or Present
Attuned
Resonance
Trust
PART 
Wheel of awareness (in the center of the wheel ... spokes lead to awareness.
The neuroscience of compassion
Intra-personal Neurobiology

Cognitive Bias

Cognitive bias is a key aspect of a person's mental state that may shape a response to stimulus in ways that are
biased due to past lived experience or expectations of future experiences. These are influenced by the cultural
experiences a person has had during their life time.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_bias
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Understanding a person's cognitive bias may enable them to be influenced by those people advertising products
or services or creating situations where people make choices based upon the biases rather than a better under-
standing of the choices.
List of Cognitive Biases
In the area of AI, algorithms develop profiles that can be used to target content based upon the cognitive biases.
The key cognitive biases used in this area are:

n Social Conformity Bias
n Confirmation Bias
n Overconfidence Bias
n (Module 2 CHT).
n Link to Center for Humane Technology (CHT) Website

Algorithms can direct content or create situations that trigger these biases.
Physical effects of cognitive bias: Dopamine Rush when aligned to bias.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
14_HumaneTech.htm
https://www.humanetech.com/
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System Behavior (Structural Changes)
In order to establish the behavior of the system-of-interest, some understanding of the physical architecture of the
system is necessary. This allows us to understand the behavior of the system at various points in time.

Configuration / Scenario: for the option or system-of-interest

Describes any configuration / scenario attributes for a specific system-of-interest. This may not be appropriate
for all system descriptions (e.g. patterns or abstract systems).

Cyclical (Repeating / Regular) Processes
These cyclical processes relate to the metabolism of the various levels. The identified trigger initiates a process that
may result in internal changes (structural changes).
The cyclical processes of a person are:

n Manage wakefulness
o Wake-up
o Sleep

n Manage and Use Energy
o Eat / Drink (using dissipative structure - Gut to extract nutrients)
o Metabolism

n Maintain and Restore balance and health
n Respond to external interactions or internal thoughts

n Listen
n Learn
n Communicate
n Reflect

Other cyclical processes of a person relate to human activity and social systems

http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/VPT/ViewPT_Behaiv.htm
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n plan to achieve something and deliver
n Buy things
n Clean
n Work

Some notes from Ashridge Webinar
Heart rate monitoring of the cognitive response provides experience of the structural coupling
other physical responses may occur .. sweaty palms or other bodily reactions
Informal response for structural coupling…. emotions
Implications of trust at the time of structural coupling
a trust or risk reaction may be part of the cognitive response. High trust (low risk) and less reaction .. low trust (high
risk) and high reaction.
Possibly create a CLD for the structural coupling cognitive reaction.
Trust equation: reliability, credibility and intimacy
Also in cognitive response - may trigger internal judgements related to current situation. Voices in head may also
alter the cognitive response .. also thoughts about how the other is feeling.
Ways to improve the cognitive response: Feedback from others; awareness and reflection (like mindfulness).
Trust impacted by 'hypocracy' saying one thing and doing another.

Development Life Cycle Processes
Development relates to changes in the life cycle or major designed structural changes.
Age based development (typically time based) see transformation states.
The various states have different needs:

n Early years: developing skills, knowledge and experience
n Working years: developing a family and contributing to social systems
n Wisdom years: giving back to society.

Biological Development
The age based development includes both the biological development and development of cognitive abilities. This
development forms part of the basic development of the person.
Cognitive Development
Develop the 8 cognitive abilities over time

Examples of Context Related Triggers and Structural Changes
The behavior of a person is related to one or more active knowledge contexts. These contexts enable a specific set
of knowledge, mental and physical processing and related skills and experience. This behavior (Structural
Changes) describes a typical process that is triggered through structural coupling with the environment or an
internal trigger.
Some of the key behavior are shown in the following picture:
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All behavior starts with an act of cognition that leads to doing. The external results may be described as actions or
activity. There are many other typical structural changes that occur from structural coupling triggers or internal trig-
gers.

n Interactions with another person.
n Receive message
n understand message
n assess and take or plan actions if necessary
n Compose and send a reply message.

n Typical behaviour (structural changes) related to internal metabolism.
n hunger: eat something
n Thirst: drink something
n Tired: sleep
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References
Living Systems
The Systems View of Life, Fritjof Capra and Pier Luigi Luisi

The Systems View of Life
This book is supported by the Capra Course which provides a 12 week course covering the four dimensions of life:
Biological, Cognitive, Social, and Ecological.
A Capra Course Glossary is available in the Capra Course Alumni Network - A global Community of Practice
related to the book.
See chapter 14 for information on social systems.

The Hidden Connections, Fritjof Capra

The Hidden Connections: Integrating the Biological, Cognitive, and Social Dimensions of Life Into a Science of Sub-
stainability
Some additional information related to social systems.: See page 70 to page 128.
Principles of Ecology: See page 231.

The Turning Point, Fritjof Capra

The Turning Point: Science, Society, and the Rising Culture

The Embodied Mind, Francisco J. Varela, Evan Thompson, Eleanor Rosch

The Embodied Mind
Cognitive Science and Human Experience

Person
Please see the following Links for the System Description: Person.

n PDF:: System Description: Person (Human Being), Version 2.4, 04-April-2023
n Website:: sysdesc.info: Person as a System

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, Stephen R. Covey

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Key points:
Moving from 'Dependent (or co-dependent) to Independent to Interdependent is very important. There are 3 habits
necessary to make the two transitions. The 'Empowerment movement' attempted to move people from Dependent
to Interdependent without taking the intermediate step.
Habits 4, 5, and 6 are critical for establishing an architecture and creating a 'win/win' and inclusive architecture.
Interdependent people are also needed when working towards Self Managing Teams. In self managing Teams,
everyone shares part of the management practices for the team. Everyone works for the Win/Win objectives for the
group.

Frames of Mind, Howard Gardner

Frames of Mind
Howard Gardner's Website
See the 7 Intelligences as cognitive abilities and Learning Styles

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1107011361/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=procaide-21&camp=1634&creative=6738&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1107011361&linkId=fe846cd96b236f93c64b6f1d78d2e4d2
https://www.capracourse.net/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hidden-Connections-Science-Sustainable-Living/dp/0006551580/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Hidden+connections+fritjof&qid=1607961056&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hidden-Connections-Science-Sustainable-Living/dp/0006551580/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Hidden+connections+fritjof&qid=1607961056&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Turning-Point-Science-Society-Culture/dp/0553345729/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=turning+point+fritjof&qid=1607961168&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Embodied-Mind-Cognitive-Science-Experience/dp/026252936X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Embodied+Mind+Varela&qid=1614709813&s=books&sr=1-1
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Person/Person_SD.pdf
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Person/TOP_SysPerson.htm
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Anniversary/dp/1471195201/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2ZYTW3SPDNEHT&dchild=1&keywords=the+7+habits+of+highly+effective+people&qid=1600693362&s=books&sprefix=The+7+habits%2Cstripbooks%2C140&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Frames-Mind-Theory-Multiple-Intelligences-dp-B0057DAINO/dp/B0057DAINO/ref=dp_ob_image_bk
https://www.howardgardner.com/
https://sysdesc.info/Content/Person/Str_Mind.htm
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Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman

Emotional Intelligence: Why it Can Matter More Than IQ

Who do we choose to be? Margaret J. Wheatley

Who do we choose to be?

Neuroplasticity, Moheb Costandi

Neuroplasticity

The Feeling of What Happens, Antonio Damasio

The Feeling of What Happens
body, emotion and the making of consciousness

The Strange Order of Things, Antonio Damasio

The Strange Order of Things
Life, Feeling, and the Making of Cultures

System Thinking Core
Please see the following Links for the System Description: System (Abstract).

n PDF: System Description: System (Abstract), Version 0.29, 27-January-2023 (working draft)
n Link to the System Description Architecture Description Framework
n Link to the System (Abstract) Architecture Viewpoint Definition
n PDF: Structuring Formalism: System Description (SDSF), Version 0.4, 07-February-2023
n Website: sysdesc.info: System

The System Description includes the following sections representing views of the system-of-interest:
o System Name and Class
o System Purpose
o System Properties
o System Stakeholders and their concerns
o System Environment (Context)
o System Structure (Pattern of Organization)
o System Behavior (Structural Changes)
o Correspondences
o Decisions and Rationale
o References

The following links help create a System Description
n Link to the System Description Template
n Link to the System Description Validation Template

The following are links to the COMPASS Project and the CAFF:
n Link to D21.5b Compass Architectural Framework Framework (Local): CAFF Viewpoint Definitions

General System Theory, Ludwig von Bertalanffy

General System theory
Fundamental thinking about a system pattern that applies across many disciplines. Chapter 3 Some System Con-
cepts in Elementary Mathematical Consideration: Pages 54 - 56: provides some key concepts.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Emotional-Intelligence-Matter-More-Than/dp/0747528306/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=emotional+intelligence%2C+daniel+goleman&qid=1599072677&s=books&sr=1-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1523083638/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=procaide-21&camp=1634&creative=6738&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1523083638&linkId=0eebac6b82c32588134413f77076437b
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Neuroplasticity-MIT-Press-Essential-Knowledge-ebook/dp/B08BT1JJS2/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Neuroplasticity+moheb+costandi&qid=1599216993&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Feeling-What-Happens-Emotion-Consciousness/dp/0099288761/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=The+Feeling+of+what+happens&qid=1603132841&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Strange-Order-Things-Feeling-Cultures/dp/B079C4H6FB/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=damasio&qid=1600696828&s=books&sr=1-4
https://sysdesc.info/Content/System/PDF_SD_System.pdf
http://sysaf.sysdesc.info/
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/AFD_SAF/TOP_AFD_SAF.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/SF/PDF_SDSF.pdf
https://sysdesc.info/Content/System/TOP_System_SD.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/System/TPL_SYS_Desc.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/System/TPL_SysValidate.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/AF/CAFF_D21.5b.pdf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/General-System-Theory-Foundations-Applications/dp/0807600156/ref=rtpb_2?pd_rd_w=8jvae&pf_rd_p=5a5e3976-5d4e-46fd-b875-6aae78355b0a&pf_rd_r=3G2TV5RDHG2NZK836PXX&pd_rd_r=e8aebd53-2c20-4273-b245-cba50bbf1fe7&pd_rd_wg=XTQ0E&pd_rd_i=0807600156&psc=1
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Fifth Discipline, Peter M. Senge

The Fifth Discipline: The art and practice of the learning organization: Second edition
The Five Disciplines described in the book are important to seeing systems and understanding the interaction of the
parts.
The Five Disciplines are similar to the System of Profound Knowledge described by Deming.
Key elements of this book:

n An understanding of mental models and the impact they can have on decisions
n An understanding of the importance of personal visions both for individual motivation and later for building a

shared vision.
n An understanding of the dynamics of systems thinking both in time and place.
n An understanding of the importance of practice in a safe environment.

Re-Creating the Corporation, Russell Ackoff

Re-Creating the Corporation: A Design of Organizations for the 21st Century
Definition of a System and 5 Conditions; Multi-Dimentional Organization Design; Interactive Planning; and more.

Systems Thinking, Systems Practice, Peter Checkland

Systems Thinking, Systems Practice: Includes a 30 Year Retrospective
This book contains a good description of Human Activity Systems (HAS) based on a root definition to describe a
human activity system (CATWOE). These are both used in the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM).
The concept of the Root Definition has been extended to the System Description that is produced using the System
Description Architecture Description Framework. The Human Activity System has also been extended from living
social systems.
The book also contains a simple system classification scheme that is being used to define a Earth (Gaia) as a Sys-
tem of Systems model. The system classification system is described in the book from page 102 to page 122. Fig-
ure 4, page 112 highlights the 5 system classes. This book also has a good glossary of terms.
This system classification scheme is also being used as the System Classification Framework for the System
Description Architecture Description Framework. This framework captures the identified systems and their type.

Thinking in Systems, Donella H. Meadows

Thinking in Systems: A Primer
Donnella Meadows Project

On Dialogue, David Bohm

On Dialogue
A very useful book about conversations that become collective thinking.

On Purposeful Systems, Russell L. Ackoff and Fred E. Emery

On Purposeful Systems: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of Individual and Social Behavior as a System of Purposeful
Events

Principles of Systems Science, George E. Mobus, Michael C. Kalton

Principles of Systems Science
Excellent visuals, principles and concepts about systems and system science.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fifth-Discipline-practice-learning-organization/dp/1905211201/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Fifth+Discipline+peter&qid=1607957532&s=books&sr=1-1
BK_NewEconomics.htm
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Re-Creating-Corporation-Design-Organizations-Century/dp/0195123875/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=recreating+the+corporation+ackoff&qid=1607957660&s=books&sr=1-1
https://sysdesc.info/Content/System/DEF_RA_System.htm
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Systems-Thinking-Practice-Year-Retrospective/dp/0471986062/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=systems+thinking+systems+practice&qid=1607957782&s=books&sr=1-1
SYS_PC_HAS.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/HAS/TPL_RD_CATWOE.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/HAS/TPL_RD_CATWOE.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_systems_methodology
https://sysdesc.info/Content/System/TopClasses/SYSC_HA.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/SocialSys/TOP_SocialSys.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/SocialSys/TOP_SocialSys.htm
https://sysdesc.info/Content/System/NC_Classifications.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/SF/SDSF_SysClass.htm
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Thinking-Systems-Primer-Donella-Meadows/dp/1603580557/ref=sr_1_1?crid=23RUE8ST9GGSK&dchild=1&keywords=thinking+in+systems+donella+meadows&qid=1607960626&s=books&sprefix=Thinking+in+Systems+donell%2Cstripbooks%2C142&sr=1-1
http://donellameadows.org/donella-meadows-legacy/danas-writing/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dialogue-David-Bohm-ebook/dp/B00IED1WS4/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=On+Dialogue%2C+David+Bohm&qid=1589045431&s=books&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Purposeful-Systems-Russell-L-Ackoff/dp/0914105000/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=on+purposeful+systems+russell+ackoff&qid=1607960925&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Purposeful-Systems-Russell-L-Ackoff/dp/0914105000/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=on+purposeful+systems+russell+ackoff&qid=1607960925&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Principles-Systems-Science-Understanding-Complex/dp/1493919199/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Mobus%2C+Kalton%2C+Principles+of+systems+science&qid=1568900801&s=books&sr=1-1
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Essential Architecture and Principles of Systems Engineering, C. E. Dickerson, Siyuan Ji

Essential Architecture and Principles of Systems Engineering
Explores the mathematical basis of architecture and MBSE

Architecting Systems, Hillary Sillitto
Architecting Systems

SysML for Systems Engineering, Jon Holt and Simon Perry
SysML for Systems Engineering
Includes a description of the Framework for Architecture Frameworks (FAF). This is the basis for the
COMPASS Project CAFF.

Competitive Engineering, Tom Gilb
Competitive Engineering: A Handbook For Systems Engineering, Requirements Engineering, and Software Engin-
eering Using Planguage

SCRUM: The Art of Doing Twice the Work in Half the Time, Jeff Sutherland
SCRUM: The Art of Doing Twice the Work in Half the Time
A book about agile working from a non-IT perspective.

Doughnut Economics, Kate Raworth
Doughnut Economics
Two models in the book are being used heavily in the development of the Human Activity Ecosystem models: The
Doughnut and the Embedded Economy. The Doughnut is like a balanced scorecard for the planet and the
Embedded Economy model is a good starting point to explore the systems that are creating the doughnut problems
and the changes that are needed to bring the world into the doughnut safe and just place.
Kate Raworth and Herman Daly Video
Doughnut Economics pictures used with permission, Kate Raworth, 2017

Leadership and the New Science, Margaret J. Wheatley
Leadership and the New Science
(A useful book for Managers)

Organization Design, Jay Galbraith
Organization Design
This book contains the original STARModel which included Technology.

Management: Tasks, Responsibilities and Practices, Peter Drucker
Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices (Drucker series)
This book introduces the activities of a manager: Planning, Organizing, Resourcing, Integrating, Measuring and
Developing People.
Peter Drucker has written many books on management. This is an abridged version (about 200 pages shorter than
most) and includes a glossary. I find this book very readable.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Essential-Architecture-Principles-Systems-Engineering/dp/1032100966
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1848901542/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=6738&creativeASIN=1848901542&linkCode=as2&tag=procaide-21
https://shop.theiet.org/sysml-model-based-syst-eng
https://eaasos.info/Content/Bibliography/Books/BK_CompassProject.htm
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Competitive-Engineering-Handbook-Requirements-Planguage/dp/0750665076/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=gilb+competitive+engineering&qid=1607967447&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Competitive-Engineering-Handbook-Requirements-Planguage/dp/0750665076/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=gilb+competitive+engineering&qid=1607967447&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1847941109/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=6738&creativeASIN=1847941109&linkCode=as2&tag=procaide-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Doughnut-Economics-Seven-21st-Century-Economist/dp/1847941397/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Doughnut+Economics&qid=1566688743&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.pscp.tv/w/1nAJEdVLLmnGL?q=revkin
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Leadership-New-Science-Margaret-Wheatley/dp/145877760X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Leadership+and+the+new+science&qid=1570809767&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Organization-Design-Jay-R-Galbraith/dp/0201025582/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Organization+Design+jay+galbraith&qid=1607968773&s=books&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Management-Tasks-Responsibilities-Practices-Drucker/dp/0750643897/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1HVXN8QYY9QEB&dchild=1&keywords=management+tasks%2C+responsibilities%2C+practices&qid=1607958101&sprefix=management+tasks%2Cstripbooks%2C138&sr=8-1
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Communication Power, Manuel Castells
Communication Power
Exploration into communication and power from the Individual Person to Society

Business without Bosses, Charles C. Manz and Henry P. Sims, JR.
Business without Bosses: How Self-managing Teams are Building High-performing Companies
This book describes an approach to move from a single manager to a shared management approach. Everyone
shares the management of a social system.

System Description: Social System
Please see the following Links for the System Description: Social System.

n PDF:: System Description: Social System, Version 0.10, 03-November-2020
n Website:: sysdesc.info: Social System

Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML is an Architecture Description Language used to create the Architecture Description Frameworks used in the
various system areas.
UML is also a best practice method with extensive documentation.

n See UML

As an Architecture Description Language, UML contains a number of diagrams described by Model Kinds. The fol-
lowing diagrams are used in the architectural area:
UML Structure Diagrams

n Class Diagram
n Object Diagram
n Package Diagram

UML Behavior Diagrams
n Activity Diagram
n Sequence Diagram
n State Machine Diagram
n Use Case Diagram

The diagrams have specific symbols / language elements that can be placed on a diagram. The instructions for cre-
ating each of these types of models is considered a Model Kind.

UML Modeling Conventions

Unified Modeling Language (UML) provides a language for creating diagrams that have a consistent meaning.
This document contains the modeling conventions that apply to UML Class Diagrams as they apply to systems.
What are the modeling Conventions?
The following conventions from various modeling languages, such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) or Sys-
tem Modeling Language (SysML) are also used in some of the system diagrams:
The UML Class symbol

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Communication-Power-Manuel-Castells/dp/0199681937/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Communication+Power&qid=1606299198&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Business-Without-Bosses-Self-Managing-High-Performing/dp/0471127256/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=business+without+bosses&qid=1607967317&s=books&sr=1-1
https://sysdesc.info/Content/SocialSys/SYS_Social.pdf
https://sysdesc.info/Content/SocialSys/TOP_SocialSys.htm
16_UMLBPMN.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_ClassDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_ObjectDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_PackageDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_ActivityDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_SeqDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_StateMachDiag.htm
https://sysaf.sysdesc.info/Content/MK/MK_UseCaseDiag.htm
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The UML Generalization Symbol

The UML Collection symbol

The UML Association symbol
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